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Summary
In this project we will study the primary cilium respect to prognosis in
medulloblastoma (MB). The primary cilium is a structure on which activation of the
sonic hedgehog (Shh) pathway can be produced. The cilium can suppress or activate
the formation of tumors, depending on the absence or the presence of Shh ligand
respectively. As a hypothesis, we think that the primary cilium desappears when MB
progress from less aggressive (desmoplastic) to more aggressive (classic and
anaplastic) tumors. We suspect thatmost MB of group Shh express the primary
cilium, while most group 3 and 4 MBs would not express it or would do it as a shorter
cilium or as an aberrant cilium, different to the optimal cilium needed to execute its
function.
As specific objectives, we propose: 1) to determine the incidence, morphology and
length of the primary cilium in MB; 2) to determine the expression of molecules of
the Shh pathway in MB; 3) to correlate the presence of the cilium and the activation
of Shh with the histological and molecular groups of MBs and with variables of clinical
evolution: recurrence, metastases, response to treatment; and 4) to assay treatments
against Shh in MB, by inhibiting Smo (cyclopamine) and/or Gli (siRNA).
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